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Floyd Elgin Dominy raises beef cattle in the Shenandoah Valley

Observed there, hand on a fence, his eyes surveying his pastures, he do~
not look particularly Virginian. Of middle height, thickset, somewhat
bandy-legged, he appears to have been lifted off a horse with block and
tackle. He wears bluejeans, a white-and-black striped shirt, and leather
boots with heels two inches high. His belt buckle is silver and could not
be covered over with a playing card. He wears a string tie that is secured
with a piece of petrified dinosaur bone. On his head is a white Stetson.

Thirty-five years ago, Dominy was a county agent in the rangelands
of northeastern Wyoming. He could not have come to his job there at
a worse time. The Great Drought and the Great Depression had coin-
cided, and the people of the county were destitute. They were not hungry
-they could shoot antelope and deer-but they were destitute. Their
livestock, with black tongues and protruding ribs, were dying becauseof
lack of water. Dominy, as the agent not only of Campbell County but
of the federal government, was empowe[ed to pay eight dollars a head
for these cattle-many thousands of them-that were all but decaying
where they stood. He paid the eight dollars and shot the cattle.

Dominy was born on a farm in central Nebraska, and all through
his youth his family and the families around them talked mainly of the
vital weather. They lived close to the hundredth meridian, where, in a
sense more fundamental than anything resulting from the events of
United States history, the West begins. East of the hundredth meridian,
there is enough rain to support agriculture, and west of it there generally
is not. The Homestead Act of 1862, in all its promise, did not take into
account this ineluctable fact. East of the hundredth meridian, home-
steaders on their hundred and sixty acres of land were usually able to
fulfill the dream that had been legislated for them. To the west, the odds 11'I
against them were high. With local exceptions, there just was not enough

water. The whole region between the hundredth meridian and the ROc~~
Mountains was at that time known as the Great American Desert. Sttl
beyond the imagination were the ultramontane basins where almost nO

rain fell at all. . d-
Growing up on a farm that had been homesteaded by his gran d

father in the eighteen-seventies, Dominy often enough saw talent an
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rgy going to waste under clear skies. The situation was marginal. In
en~e years, more than twenty inches of rain would fall and harvests
:ould be copious. In others, when the figure went below ten, the family
rvedwith the lament that there was no money to buy clothes, or even
1fficientfood. These radical uncertainties were eventually removed by
s~oundwaterdevelopment, or reclamation-the storage of what water
~herewas, for use in irrigation. When Dominy was eighteen years old,
a big thing to do on a Sunday was to get into the Ford, which had a
rumbleseat, and go out and see the new dam. In his photo album he put
picturesof reservoirs and irrigation projects. ("It was impressive to a
dry-landfarmer like me to see all that water going down a ditch toward
afarm,")Eventually,he cameto feelthat there wouldbe, in a sense,no
Westat all were it not for reclamation.

In Campbell County, Wyoming, the situation was not even mar-
ginal.This was high, dry country, suitable only for free-ranging live-
stock,not for farming. In the best of years, only about fourteen inches
ofrainmight fall. "Streams ran water when the snow melted. Otherwise,
the gulches were dry. It was the county with the most towns and the
fewestpeople, the most rivers with the least water, and the most cows
withthe least milk in the world." It was, to the eye, a wide, expansive
landscapewith beguiling patterns of perspective. Its unending buttes, flat
or nippled, were spaced out to the horizons like stone chessmen. Deer
andantelope moved among them in herds, and on certain hilltops cairns
markedthe graves of men who had hunted buffalo. The herbage was so
thinthat forty acres of range could reasonably support only one grazing
cow.Nonetheless, the territory had been homesteaded, and the home-
steaderssimply had not received from the federal government enough
landfor enough cattle to give them financial equilibrium as ranchers, or
fromthe sky enough water to give them a chance as farmers. They were
goingbackward three steps for each two forward. Then the drought
came.

"Nature is a pretty cruel animal. I watched the people there-I
~ean good folk, industrious, hardworking, frugal-compete with the
"?ors of nature against hopeless odds. They would ruin their health and
stillfail." Without waiting for approval from Cheyenne or Washington,

~heyoung county agent took it upon himself to overcome nature if the
aTmersand ranchers could not. He began up near Recluse, on the ranch
ofa familynamed Oedekoven, in a small bowl of land where an intermit-

~entstream occasionally flowed. With a four-horse Fresno-an ancestral
ulldozer_he moved earth and plugged the crease in the terrain where
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192 JOHN McPHEE

the water would ordinarily run out and disappear into the ground and
the air. He built his little plug in the classic form of the earth-fill darn
-a three-for-one slope on the water side and two-for-one the other way
More cattle died, but a pond slowly filled, storing water. The pond is stili
there, and so is Oedekoven, the rancher.

For two and a half years, Dominy lived with his wife and infant
daughter in a stone dugout about three miles outside Gillette, the COunty
seat. For light they used a gasoline lantern. For heat and cooking they
had a coal-burning stove. Dominy dug the coal himself out of a hillside.
His wife washed clothes on a board. On winter mornings when the
temperature was around forty below zero, he made a torch with a rag
and a stick, soaked it in kerosene, lighted it, and put it under his car.
When the car was warm enough to move, Dominy went off to tell
ranchers and farmers about the Corn-Hog Program ("Henry Wallace
slaughtering piglets to raise the price of ham"), the Wheat Program
(acreage control), or how to build a dam. "Campbell County was my
kingdom. When I was twenty-four years old, I was king of the God-
damned county." He visited Soda Well, Wild Cat, Teckla, Turnercrest
-single-family post offices widely spaced-or he followed the farmers
and ranchers into the county seat of the county seat, Jew Jake's Saloon,
where there was a poker game that never stopped and where the heads
of moose, deer, elk, antelope, and bighorn sheep looked down on him and
his subjects, feet on the rail at 9 A.M. Dominy had his first legitimate
drink there. The old brass rail is gone-and so is Dominy-but the
saloon looks just the same now, and the boys are still there at 9 A.M.

There was an orange scoria butte behind Dominy's place and an
alfalfa field in front of it. Rattlesnakes by the clan came out of the butte
in the spring, slithered around Dominy's house, and moved on into the
alfalfa for the summer. In September, the snakes headed back toward the
butte. Tomatoes were ripe in Dominy's garden, and whenever he picked
some he first took a hoe and cleared out the rattlesnakes under the vines.
Ranchers got up at four in the morning, and sometimes Dominy was
outside honking his horn to wake them. He wanted them to comeout 11

and build dams-dams, dams, dams. "I had the whole county stirred up.
We were moving! Stockpond dam and reservoir sites were supposed to
be inspected first by Forest Service rangers, but who knows when they
would have come? I took it upon myself to ignore these pettifogging
minutiae." Changing the face of the range, he polka-dotted it with ponds.
Dominy and the ranchers and farmers built a thousand dams in one year,
and when they were finished there wasn't a thirsty cow from Jew Jake's
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Saloonto the Montana border. "Christ, we did more in that county in
ne year than any other county in the country. That range programo

h
.

I "
reallyput me on t e natlOna scene. Irl

UIJI

In the view of conservationists, there is something special about
dams,something-as conservation problems go-that is disproportion-
atelyand metaphysically sinister. The outermost circle of the Devil's
worldseems to be a moat filled mainly with DDT. Next to it is a moat
ofburning gasoline. Within that is a ring of pinheads each covered with
a million people-and so on past phalanxed bulldozers and bicuspid
chainsaws into the absolute epicenter of Hell on earth, where stands a
dam.The implications of the dam exceed its true level in the scale of
environmentalcatastrophes. Conservationists who can hold themselves
inreasonablecheck before new oil spills and fresh megalopolises mysteri-
ouslygo insane at even the thought of a dam. The conservation move-
mentis a mystical and religious force, and possibly the reaction to dams
isso violent because rivers are the ultimate metaphors of existence, and
damsdestroy rivers. Humiliating nature, a dam is evil-placed and solid.

"I hate all dams, large and small," David Brower informs an audi-
ence.

A voice from the back of the room asks, "Why are you conserva-
tionistsalways against things?"

"If you are against something, you are for something," Brower
answers."If you are against a dam, you are for a river."

When Brower was a small boy in Berkeley, he used to build dams
in Strawberry Creek, on the campus of the University of California,
pilingup stones in arcs convex to the current, backing up reservoir pools.
Thenhe would kick the dams apart and watch the floods that returned
StrawberryCreek to its free-flowing natural state. When Brower was
born-in 1912-there was in the Sierra Nevada a valley called Hetch
Iietchy that paralleled in shape, size, and beauty the Valley of the
Yosemite.The two valleys lay side by side. Both were in Yosemite
National Park, which had been established in 1890. Yet within three
decades-the National Park notwithstanding-the outlet of Hetch
Iietchy was filled with a dam and the entire valley was deeply flooded.

~.ro,,:,erwas a boy when the dam was being built. He remembers spending
ISSixthbirthday in the hills below Hetch Hetchy and hearing stories

ofthe battle that had been fought over it, a battle that centered on the
Verydefinition of conservation. Should it mean preservation of wilder-
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T194 JOHN McPHEE

ness or wise and varied use of land? John Muir, preservationist, found
of the young Sierra Club, had lost this bitter and, as it happened, fine~
struggle of his life. It had been a battle that split the Sierra Club in twa
Fifty-five years later, the Sierra Club would again divide within itse~'
and the outcome of the resulting battle would force the resignation of i~
executive director, David Brower, whose unsurprising countermove
would be to form a new organization and name it for John Muir.

Not long after Brower's departure fr:om the Sierra Club and his
founding of the John Muir Institute, I went to Hetch Hetchy with him
and walked along the narrow top of the dam, looking far down one side
at the Tuolumne River, emerging like a hose jet from the tailrace, and
in the other direction out across the clear blue surface of the reservoir
with its high granite sides--imagining the lost Yosemite below. Th;
scene was bizarre and ironic, or so it seemed to me. Just a short distance
across the peaks to the south of us was the Yosemite itself, filled to
disaster with cars and people, tens of thousands of people, while here was
the Yosemite's natural twin, filled with water. Things were so still at
Hetch Hetchy that a wildcat walked insolently across the road near the
dam and didn't even look around as he moved on into the woods. And
Brower-fifty-six years old and unshakably the most powerful voicein
the conservation movement in his country-walked the quiet dam. "It
was not needed when it was built, and it is not needed now," he said.
"I would like to see it taken down, and watch the process of recovery."

During the years when Brower was developing as a conservationist,
many of his most specific and dramatic personal accomplishments had
to do with proposed dams. Down the tiers of the Western states, there
are any number of excellent damsites that still contain free-flowingrivers
because of David Brower-most notably in the immense, arid watershed
of the Colorado. Anyone interested, for whatever reason, in the study of
water in the West will in the end concentrate on the Colorado, wildest

of rivers, foaming, raging, rushing southward-erratic, headlong, incon-
gruous in the desert. The Snake, the Salmon, the upper Hudson-all t~e
other celebratedwhite torrents-are not in the conversationif the topICiii
is the Colorado. This is still true, although recently (recently in the lo~g
span of things, actually within the past forty years) the Colorado hasIn. 's
places been subdued. The country around it is so dry that Domln~
county in Wyoming is a rain forest by comparison. The states of the basIn

need water, and the Colorado is where the water is. The familiar sto~
of contention for water rights in the Old West-Alan Ladd shootingI
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t with Jack Palance over some rivulet God knows where-has its
OUothernarrative in the old and continuing story of rights to the waters
~the Colorado. The central document is something called the Colorado
~ver Compact, in which the basin is divided in two, at a point close to
theUtah-Arizona line. The states of the Upper Basin are allowed to take
o much per year. The Lower Basin gets approximately an equal share.

~nd something gratuitous is passed on to Mexico. The Colorado lights
andslakes Los Angeles. It irrigates Arizona. The odd thing about it is
that all its writhings and foamings and spectacular rapids lead to noth-
ing.The river rises in the Rockies, thunders through the canyons, and
is so used by mankind that when it reaches the Gulf of California,
fourteenhundred miles from its source, it literally trickles into the sea.
The flow in the big river and in its major tributaries-the Green, the
Yampa, the Escalante, the San Juan, the Little Colorado-is almost
lyricallyerratic, for the volume can vary as much as six hundred per cent
fromone year to the next. The way to control that, clearly enough, is
storage,and this is accomplished under programs developed and admin-
isteredby the federal Bureau of Reclamation. The Bureau of Reclama-
tion,all but unknown in the American East, is the patron agency of the
AmericanWest, dispenser of light, life, and water to thirty million people
whosegardens would otherwise be dust. Most of the civil servants in the
Bureauare Westerners-from the dry uplands as well as the deserts of
theGreat Basin. They have lived in the problem they are solving, and
theyhave a deep sense of mission. There are many people in the Bureau
ofReclamation-perhaps all nine thousand of them-who hope to see
theColorado River become a series of large pools, one stepped above
another, from the Mexican border to the Rocky Mountains, with the
headwatersof each succeeding lake lapping against the tailrace of a dam.
Theriver and its tributaries have long since been thoroughly surveyed,
andthroughout the basin damsites of high quality and potentiality stand
readyfor river diversion, blast excavation, and concrete. Three of these
sitesare particularly notable here. One is near the juncture of the Green
~ndthe Yampa, close to the Utah-Colorado border. The two others are
~nnorthern Arizona-in the Grand Canyon. A fourth site would belong
~nthis special list if it were still just a site, but a dam is actually there,

~~northe~mostArizona, in Glen Canyon. David Browerbelievesthat
e dam IDGlen Canyon represents the greatest failure of his life. He

cannotthink of it without melancholy, for he sincerely believes that its
Veryexistenceis his fault. He feelsthat if he had beenmore aware, if he
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had more adequately prepared himself for his own kind of mission th
dam would not be there. Its gates closed in 1963, and it began backi e
up water a hundred and eighty-six miles into Utah. The reservoirn,g
called Lake Powell, and it covers country that Brower himself came tiS
know too late. He made his only trips there-float trips on the river Wit~
his children-before the gates were closed but after the dam, which had
been virtually unopposed, was under construction. Occasionally, in ac-
companiment to the talks he gives around the country, Brower showsan
elegiac film about Glen Canyon, "the place no one knew." That was the
trouble, he explains. No one knew what was there. Glen Canyon wasone
of the two or three remotest places in the United States-far from the
nearest road, a hundred and twenty-five miles from the nearest railhead.
The film records that the river canyon and its great trellis of side canyons
was a deep and sometimes dark world of beauty, where small streams
had cut gorges so profound and narrow that people walking in them were
in cool twilight at noon, and where clear plunges of water dropped into
pools surrounded with maidenhair fern in vaulted grottoes with names
like Cathedral in the Desert, Mystery Canyon, Music Temple, Labyrinth
Canyon. With all their blue-and-gold walls and darkly streaked water-
drip tapestries, these places are now far below the surface of Lake Powell.
"Few people knew about these canyons," Brower says quietly. "No one
else will ever know what they were like."

The lost worlds of Utah notwithstanding, if conservationists were
to label their heroes in the way the English label their generals, David
Brower would be known as Brower of the Colorado, Brower of the
Grand Canyon. In the early nineteen-fifties, he fought his first major
campaign-in his capacity as the first executive director of the Sierra
Club-against the dam that the Bureau of Reclamation was about to
build near the juncture of the Green and the Yampa. The reservoir would
have backed water over large sections of Dinosaur National Monument.
In the view of Brower, the Sierra Club, and conservationists generally,
the integrity of the National Park system was at stake. The Dinosaur
Battle, as it is called, was a milestone in the conservation movement. It
was, to begin with, the greatest conservation struggle in half a century
-actually, since the controversies that involved the damming of Retch
Hetchy and led to the debates that resulted in the creation, in 1916,of
the National Park Service. The Dinosaur Battle is noted as the first time
that all the scattered interests of modem conservation-sportsmen,

ecologists, wilderness preservers, park advocates, and so forth-were
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d wn together in a common cause. Brower, more than anyone else,
/:w them together, fashioning the coalition, assembling witnesses. With
rpassingwave at the aesthetic argument, he went after the Bureau of

~eclamation with facts and figures. He challenged the word of its engi-
eersand geologists that the damsite was a sound one, he suggested that

nliffswould dissolve and there would be a tremendous and cataclysmic
~amfailure there, and he went after the basic mathematics underlying
theBureau's proposals and uncovered embarrassing errors. All this was
accompaniedby flanking movements of intense publicity-paid adver-
tisements,a film, a book-envisioning a National Monument of great
scenic,scientific, and cultural value being covered with water. The Bu-
reauprotested that the conservationists were exaggerating-honing and
bendingthe truth-but the Bureau protested without effect. Conserva-
tionists,saythat the Dinosaur victory was the birth of the modem conser-
vation movement-the turning point at which conservation became
somethingmore than contour plowing. There is no dam at the confluence
ofthe Green and the Yampa. Had it not been for David Brower, a dam
wouldbe there. A man in the public-relations office of the Bureau of
Reclamation one day summed up the telling of the story by saying,
"Davewon, hands down."

There are no victories in conservation, however. Brower feels that
hecan win nothing. There is no dam at the Green and the Yampa now,
butin 2020there may be. "The Bureau of Reclamation engineers are like
beavers,"he says. "They can't stand the sight of running water." Below
theUtah-Arizona border, in Marble Gorge, a part of the Grand Canyon,
thereis likewise no dam. The story is much the same. The Bureau of
Reclamationhad the dam built on paper, ready to go. A battle followed,
andBrower won, hands down. In the Lower Granite Gorge, another part
of the Grand Canyon, there is also no dam, and for the same reason.
TheseGrand Canyon battles were the bitterest battles of all. The Bureau
feltthat Brower capitalized on literary hyperbole and the mystic name
ofthecanyon. He implied, they said, that the dams were going to fill the
Grand Canyon like an enormous bathtub, and that the view from the
northrim to the south rim would soon consist of a flat expanse of water.
Brower'sfamous advertising campaigns reached their most notable mo-
l11entat this time. He placed full-page ads in The New York Times and
t~eSan Francisco Chronicle, among other places, under the huge head-
hne "SHOULDWE ALSOFLOODTHE SISTINECHAPEL SO TOURISTSCAN

GETNEARER THE CEILING?" Telegrams flooded Congress, where the
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battle was decided. The Bureau cried foul, saying that it was intendin
to inundate only a fraction of one per cent of what Brower was suggest:
ing. The Internal Revenue Service moved in and took away from the
Sierra Club the tax-deductibility of funds contributed to it. Contributions
to lobbying organizations are not tax-deductible, and the ads were con.
strued as lobbying. The Sierra Club has never recovered its contribu.
tions-deductible status, but within the organization it is felt-by Brow_
er's enemies as well as his friends-that the Grand Canyon was worth
it. There are no dams in the Grand Canyon, and in the Bureau of
Reclamation it is conceded that there will not be for at least two genera.
tions. The defeat of the high dams is frankly credited, within the Bureau
to David Brower. "He licked us." "He had all the emotions on his side.':
"He did it singlehanded."

Popular assumptions to the contrary, no federal bureau is com.
pletely faceless-and, eyeball to eyeball with David Brower, there was
a central and predominant figure on the other side of these fights, mar-
shalling his own forces, battling in the rooms of Congress and in the
canyon lands of the West for his profound and lifelong belief in the
storage of water. This was the Bureau's leader-Floyd E. Dominy,
United States Commissioner of Reclamation.

In the District of Columbia, in the labyrinthine fastnesses of the
Department of the Interior, somewhere above Sport Fisheries ~nd Wild-
life and beyond the Officeof Saline Water, there is a complex of corridors
lined with murals of enormous dams. This is Reclamation, and these are
its monuments: Flaming Gorge Dam, Hungry Horse Dam, Hoover
Dam, Glen Canyon Dam, Friant Dam, Shasta Dam, Vallecito Dam,
Grand Coulee Dam. I remember the day that I first saw these murals.
In the moist and thermoelectric East, they seemed exotic, but hardly
more so than the figure to whom the corridors led, the man in the
innermost chamber of the maze. The white Stetson was on a table near
the door. Behind a magisterial desk sat the Commissioner, smoking a big
cigar. "Dominy," he said, shaking hands. "Sit down. I'm a public ser-a
vant. I don't have any secrets from anybody."

He wore an ordinary Washington suit, but capital pallor was not in
his face-a hawk's face, tanned and leathery. He had dark hair and broad
shoulders, and he seemed a big man-bigger than his height and weight
would indicate-and powerful but not forbidding. "Many people h~ve
said of me that I never meet a stranger," he said. "I like people. I ltke
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taXi-driversand pimps. They have their purpose. I like Dave Brower, but
I don't think he's the sanctified conservationist that so many people think
heis. I think he's a selfishpreservationist, for the few. Dave Brower hates
mYguts. Why? Because I've got guts. I've tangled with Dave Brower for
many years."

On a shelf behind Dominy's desk, in the sort of central and eye-
catchingposition that might be reserved for a shining trophy, was a scale
model of a bulldozer. Facing each other from opposite walls were por-
traits of Richard M. Nixon and Hoover Dam. Nixon's jowls, in this
milieu,seemed even more trapeziform than they usually do. They looked
as if they, too, could stop a river. Seeing that my attention had been
caught by these pictures, Dominy got up, crossed the room, and stood
withreverence and devotion before the picture of Hoover Dam. He said,
"When we built that, we-Americans-were the only people who had
evertried to put a high dam in a big river." He said he remembered as
if it were his birthday the exact date when he had first seen-as it was
then called-Boulder Dam. He had taken a vacation from Campbell
County,Wyoming, and driven, with his wife, into the Southwest, and on
January 2, 1937, reached the Arizona-Nevada border and got his first
viewof the dam as he rounded a curve in the road descending toward
the gorge of the Colorado. "There she was," he said, looking at the
picturein his office. "The first major river plug in the world. Joseph of
Egypt learned to store food against famine. So we in the West had
learned to store water." He went on to say that he felt sure that-
subconsciously, at least-the outline of his career had been formed at
that moment. He had begun by building dams seven feet high, and he
wouldone day build dams seven hundred feet high.

The rancher Fred Oedekoven, on whose place Dominy built his first
dam,is nearly eighty years old. A tall man, bent slightly forward, he lives
in a peeled-log house on the land he homesteaded when he was twenty.
I met him once, when I was in the county, and talked with him in the
sittingroom of his house. Two pictures hung on the walls. One was of
JesusChrist. The other was the familiar calendar scene of the beautiful
lake in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, with the Grand Tetons rising in the
background. Jackson Lake, as it is called, was built by the Bureau of
R.eclamation."When Dominy come here, he took aholt," Oedekoven
said. "I hated to see him go. They wanted him to go to Washington,

~.c., to go on this water-facilities program, and I advised him to do it,
Orthe advancement. He really clumb up in life."
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Dominy had stayed up there as well, becoming the longest-runnin
commissioner in the Department of the Interior. Appointed by Eisen~

hower, he adapted so well to the indoor range that he was able to keep
his position-always "at the pleasure of the President, without term of
office"-through two Democratic Administrations, and now he was, in
his words, "carrying the Nixon hod." He winked, sat down on the edge
of his desk, and pronounced his absorbing code: "Never once have I
made a decision against my will if it was mine to make." He had learned
to plant creative ideas in senators' and congressmen's minds ("Based on
your record, sir, we assume. . ."), when to be a possum, and when to
spring like a panther (" 'You get out of my office,' I said. The average
bureaucrat would have been shaking, but I wasn't the least bit scared.
No member of Congress-is going to make me jump through hoops. I've
never lost my cool in government work unless I thought it was to my
advantage"). He had given crucial testimony against the proposed Ram-
part Dam, on the Yukon River, arguing that it was too much for Alas-
ka's foreseeable needs; Rampart Dam would have flooded an area the
size of Lake Erie, and Dominy's testimony defeated it. He had argued
for federal-as opposed to private-power lines leading away from his
big dams, thus irritating the special interests of senators and congress-
men from several states. "I have been a controversial bastard for many
years," he explained, lighting another cigar. Dominy knew his business,
though, and he could run a budget of two hundred and forty-five million
dollars as if he were driving a fast bus. He had cut down the Bureau's
personnel from seventeen thousand to ten thousand. And he had built
his stupendous dams. On the wall of his office there was also a picture
of Dominy-a bold sketch depicting his head inside a mighty drop of
water. It seemed more than coincidence that in an age of acronyms his
very initials were FED.

Dominy switched on a projector and screened the rough cut of a
movie he had had prepared as an antidote to the Sierra Club's filmed
elegy to the inundated canyons under Lake Powell. Dominy's filmwas
called "Lake Powell,Jewelof the Colorado,"and over an aerialshotgf

its blue fjords reaching into the red desert a narrator said, "Through rocK
and sand, canyon and cliff, through the towering formations of t~e
sun-drenched desert, the waters of the Colorado River pause on their

way to the sea." Water skiers cut wakes across the water. ed
"Too many people think of environment simply as untrammeJl d

nature," Dominy commented. "Preservation groups claim we destroye
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this area because we made it accessible to man. Six hundred thousand

peoplea year use that lake now."
The film showed a Navajo on horseback in a blazing-red silk shirt.

"Into his land came Lake Powell, which he has woven into his ancient
ways," said the narrator.

"Right," said Dominy. "Now people can fish, swim, water-ski,
sun-bathe. Can't you imagine going in there with your family for a
weekend, getting away from everybody? But Mr. Brower says we de-
stroyed it."

"The canyon lay isolated, remote, and almost unknown to the out-
sideworld," said the narrator, "until"-and at that moment a shot of
the red walls of Glen Canyon came on the screen, and suddenly there
wasa great blast and the walls crumbled in nimbuses of dust. Ike had
presseda button. Bulldozers followed, and new roads, and fifty thousand
trucks.Cut to dedication of dam, ten years later. "I am proud to dedicate
such a significant and beautiful man-made resource," said Lady Bird
Johnson. "I am proud that man is here."

Dominy blew smoke into the scene as Lady Bird dissolved. "The
needfor films of this kind, for public information, is great, because of
those who would have all forests and rivers remain pristine," he said.
"People ignore facts and play on emotions."

There were more scenes of the blue, still water, lapping at high
sandstone cliffs-panoramic vistas of the reservoir. An airplane now
appearedover the lake-twin-engine, cargo. "Watch this," Dominy said.
"Just watch this." What appeared to be a contrail paid out behind the
plane-a long, cloudy sleeve that widened in the air. "Trout!" Dominy
said."Trout! Those are fingerling trout. That's how we put them in the
lake."

Montages of shots showed the half-filled lateral canyons-Forgot-
ten Canyon, Cascade Canyon, Reflection Canyon, Mystery Canyon-
with people swimming in them, camping beside them, and singing
aroundfires. "In this land, each man must find his own meanings," said
t~enarrator. "Lake Powell, Jewel of the Colorado, offers the opportu-
nity."

. . "Reclamation is the father of putting water to work for man-
Irogation, hydropower, flood control, recreation," Dominy said as he
tU~ed on the lights. "Let's use our environment.Nature changes the
environmentevery day of our lives-why shouldn't we change it? We're
Partof nature. Just to giv~ you a for-instance, we're cloud-seeding the
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Rockies to increase the snowpack. We've built a tunnel under the Conti.
nental Divide to send water toward the Pacific that would have gone t
the Atlantic. The challenge to man is to do and save what is good bu~
to permit man to progress in civilization. Hydroelectric power doesn't
pollute water and it doesn't pollute air. You don't get any pollution out
of my dams. The unregulated Colorado was a son of a bitch. It wasn't
any good. It was either in flood or in trickle. In addition to creating
economic benefits with our dams, we regulate the river, and we have
created the sort of river Dave Brower dreams about. Who are the best
conservationists-doers or preservationists? I can't talk to preservation_
ists. I can't talk to Brower, because he's so God-damned ridiculous. I
can't even reason with the man. I once debated with him in Chicago, and
he was shaking with fear. Once, after a hearing on the Hill, I accused
him of garbling facts, and he said, 'Anything is fair in love and war.' For
Christ's sake. After another hearing one time, I told him he didn't know
what he was talking about, and said I wished I could show him, I wished
he would come with me to the Grand Canyon someday, and he said,
'Well, save some of it, and maybe I will.' I had a steer out on my farm
in the Shenandoah reminded me of Dave Brower. Two years running,
we couldn't get him into the truck to go to market. He was an indepen-
dent bastard that nobody could corral. That son of a bitch got into that
truck, busted that chute, and away he went. So I just fattened him up
and butchered him right there on the farm. I shot him right in the head
and butchered him myself. That's the only way I could get rid of the
bastard. "

"Commissioner," I said, "if Dave Brower gets into a rubber raft
going down the Colorado River, will you get in it, too?"

"Hell, yes," he said. "Hell, yes."

Mile 130. The water is smooth here, and will be smooth for three
hundred yards, and then we are going through another rapid. The tem-
perature is a little over ninety, and the air is so dry that the rapid will
feel good. Dominy and Brower are drinking beer. They have settled intg
a kind of routine: once a day they tear each other in half and the rest
of the time they are pals.

Dominy is wearinga blue yachtingcap with gold braid, and a?o~e

its visor in gold letters are the words "LAKE POWELL." His skin;
rouge brown. His nose is peeling. He wears moccasins, and a fray
cotton shirt in dark, indeterminate tartan, and long trousers secured by
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half a pound of silver buckle. He has with him a couple of small bags
and a big leather briefcase on which is painted the great seal of the
Bureau of Reclamation-snow-capped mountains, a reservoir, a dam,
and irrigated fields, all within the framing shape of a big drop of water.
Dominy has been discoursing on the multiple advantages of hydroelec-
tric power, its immediacy ("When you want it, you just throw a
switch") and its innocence of pollution.

"Come on now, Dave, be honest," he said. "From a conserva-
tionist's point of view, what is the best source of electric power?"

"Flashlight batteries," Brower said.
Brower is also wearing an old tartan shirt, basically orange, and

faded. He wears shorts and sneakers. The skin of his legs and face is
bright red. Working indoors and all but around the clock, he has been
too long away from the sun. He protects his head with a handkerchief
knottedat the comers and soaked in the river, but his King Lear billow-
ingwhite hair is probably protection enough. He travels light. A minia-
ture duffelbag, eight inches in diameter and a foot long-standard gear
for the river-contains all that he has with him, most notably his Sierra
Clubcup, without which he would be incomplete.

Dominy and Brower are both showing off a little. These organized
expeditionscarry about a dozen people per raft, and by now the others
are thoroughly aware of the biases of the conservationist and the Com-
missioner.The people are mainly from Arizona and Nevada-school-
teachers,a few students, others from the U.S. Public Health Service. On
the whole, I would say that Dominy so far has the edge with them.
Broweris shy and quiet. Dominy is full of Irish pub chatter and has a
grin as wide as the river.

Cans of beer are known as sandwiches in this red, dry, wilderness
world. No one questions this, or asks the reason. They just call out
"Sandwich, please!" and a can of Coors comes flying through the air.
!h~y catch the beer and drink it, and they put the aluminum tongues
InSidethe cans. I threw a tongue in the river and was booed by everyone.
Nodetritus whatever is left in the canyon. Used cans, bottles-all such
~hings-are put in sacks and go with the raft all the way. The beer hangs
In the water in a burlap bag from the rear of the raft, with Cokes and

~rescas.The bag is hauled onto the raft before a heavy rapid but rides
t rough the lighter ones.

The raft consists of, among other things, two neoprene bananas ten
Yardslong. These pontoons, lashed to a central rubber barge, give the
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over-all rig both lateral and longitudinal flexibility. The river sometimes
leaps straight up through the raft, but that is a mark of stability rather
than imminent disaster. The raft is informal and extremely plastic. Its
lack of rigidity makes it safe.

This is isolation wilderness: two or three trails in two hundred miles
otherwise no way out but down the river with the raft. Having seen th~
canyon from this perspective, I would not much want to experience it
another way. Once in a rare while, we glimpse the rims. They are a mile
above us and, in places, twelve miles apart. All the flat shelves of color
beneath them return the eye by steps to the earliest beginnings of the
world-from the high white limestones and maroon Hermit Shales of
Permian time to the red sandstones that formed when the first reptiles
lived and the vermillion cliffs that stood contemporary with the earliest
trees. This Redwall Limestone, five hundred feet thick, is so vulnerable
to the infiltrations of groundwater that it has been shaped, in the seas of
air between the canyon rims, into red towers and red buttes, pillars,
caverns, arches, and caves. The groundwater runs for hundreds of miles
between the layers of that apparently bone-dry desert rock and bursts out
into the canyon in stepped cascades or ribbon falls. Weare looking at
such a waterfall right now, veiling away from the Redwall, high above
us. There is green limestone behind the waterfall, and pink limestone that
was pressed into being by the crushing weight of the ocean at the exact
time the ocean itself was first giving up life-amphibious lif~to dry
land. Beneath the pink and green limestones are green-gray shales and
dark-brown sandstones-Bright Angel Shale, Tapeats Sandstone-that
formed under the fathoms that held the first general abundance of marine
life. Tapeats Sea was the sea that compressed the rock that was cut by
the river to create the canyon. The Tapeats Sandstone is the earliest rock
from the Paleozoic Era, and beneath it the mind is drawn back to the
center of things, the center of the canyon, the cutting plane, the
Colorado. Flanked by its Bass Limestones, its Hotauta Conglomerates,
its Vishnu Schists and Zoroaster Granites, it races in white water
through a pre-Cambrianhere and now. The river has worked its waya
down into the stillness of original time.

Brower braces his legs and grips one of the safety ropes that run
along the pontoons. He says, "How good it is to hear a living river! You
can almost hear it cutting."

Dominy pulls his Lake Powell hat down firmly around his ears. fie
has heard this sort of thing before. Brower is suggesting that the
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Colorado is even now making an ever deeper and grander Grand Can-
yon, and what sacrilege it would be to dam the river and stop that
hallowed process. Dominy says, "I think most people agree, Dave, that
it wasn't a river of this magnitude that cut the Grand Canyon."

Brower is too interested in the coming rapid to respond. In this
corridor of calm, we can hear the rapid ahead. Rapids and waterfalls
ordinarily take shape when rivers cut against resistant rock and then
come to a kind of rock that gives way more easily. This is not the case
in the Grand Canyon, where rapids occur beside the mouths of tributary
creeks.Although these little streams may be dry much of the year, they
are so steep that when they run they are able to fling considerable debris
into the Colorado-sand, gravel, stones, rocks, boulders. The debris
formsdams, and water rises upstream. The river is unusually quiet there
-a lakelike quiet-and then it flows over the debris, falling suddenly,
pounding and crashing through the boulders. These are the rapids of the
Grand Canyon, and there are a hundred and sixty-one of them. Some
haveappeared quite suddenly. In 1966, an extraordinarily heavy rain fell
in a small area of the north rim, and a flash flood went down Crystal
Creek,dumping hundreds of tons of rock into the river at Mile 99. This
instantly created the Crystal Rapids, one of the major drops in the
Colorado. In rare instances-such as the rapid we are now approaching
-the river has exposed resistant pre-Cambrian rock that contributes
something to the precipitousness of the flow of white water. The roar is
quiteclose now. The standing waves look like blocks of cement. Dominy
emits a cowboy's yell. My notes go into a rubber bag that is tied with
a string. This is the Bedrock Rapid.

We went through it with a slow dive and climb and a lot of splatter-
ing water. We undulated. The raft assumed the form of the rapid. We
got very wet. And now, five minutes later, we are as dry and warm as
if Wewere wearing fresh clothes straight out of a dryer. And we are
drinking sandwiches.

We have a map that is seven inches high and fifty feet long. It is
rolled in a scroll and is a meticulously hand-done contemporary and
historical portrait of the Colorado River in the Grand Canyon. River
milesare measured from the point, just south of the Utah line, where the
Paria River flows into the Colorado-the place geologists regard as the
beginningof the Grand Canyon. As the map rolls by, it records who died
where. "Peter Hansbrough, one of two men drowned, Mile 24, Tanner
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Wash Rapids, 1889. . ..Bert Loper upset, not seen again, Mile 24, 1949.
. . . Scout found and buried in talus, Mile 43, 1951. . . . Roemer drowned
in Mile 89, 1948." The first known run of the river was in 1869, and the
second shortly thereafter-both the expeditions of Major John Wesley
Powell-and even by 1946 only about a hundred people had ever been
through the canyon by river. With the introduction of neoprene rafts_
surplus from the Second World War-the figure expanded. Five hundred
a year were going through by the middle nineteen-sixties, and the num-
ber is now in the low thousands.

"As long as people keep on taking out everything that they bring
in, they're not going to hurt the Grand Canyon," Brower says. "Rule No.
1 is 'Leave nothing-not even a dam.' "

Dominy does not hear that. He is busy telling a pretty young gym
teacher from Phoenix that he played sixty minutes a game as captain of
the ice-hockey team at the University of Wyoming. "I liked the speed.
I liked the body contact. I developed shots the defense couldn't fathom."

Dominy is in his sixtieth year and is planning an early retirement,
but he looks fifty, and it is not at all difficult to imagine him on a solo
dash down the ice, slamming the Denver Maroons into pulp against the
boards and breaking free to slap the winning shot into the nets. He once
did exactly that. He has the guts he says he has, and I think he is proving
it now, here on the Colorado. He may be an athlete, but he can't swim.
He can't swim one stroke. He couldn't swim across a goldfish pond. And
at this moment it is time for us to put things away and pull ourselves
together, because although we are scarcely dry from the Bedrock Rapid,
the crescendoing noise we hear is Deubendorff, an officially designated
"heavy rapid," one of the thirteen roughest in the canyon. Brower goes
quiet before a rapid, and he is silent now. He says he is not much of a
swimmer, either. We all have life vests on, but they feel as if they would
be about as effectiveagainst these rapids as they would be against bullets.
That is not true, though. Once in a great while, these rafts turn over, and
when they do the people all end up bobbing in the calmer water at the
foot of the rapid like a hatful of spilled corks. Riding a rigid boat, 1'1
Seymour Deubendorff was claimed by this rapid on the Galloway-Stone
expedition, in 1909. This we learn from our map. Looking ahead, we see
two steep grooves, a hundred and fifty yards apart, that have been cut
into the south wall of the river gorge. They are called Galloway Canyon
and Stone Canyon, and the streams in them are not running now, but
each has thrown enough debris into the river to make a major rapid, and
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together they have produced Deubendorff. Directly in front of us, a mile
ahead and high against the sky, is a broad and beautiful Redwall mesa.
The river disappears around a corner to the left of it. Meanwhile, the big,
uncompromising mesa seems to suggest a full and absolute stop, as if we
wereabout to crash into it in flight, for spread below it in the immediate
foreground is a prairie of white water.

There is a sense of acceleration in the last fifty yards. The water is
likeglass right up to where the tumult begins. Everything is lashed down.
People even take hats and handkerchiefs off their heads and tie them to
the raft. Everyone has both hands on safety ropes-everyone but
Dominy. He giggles. He gives a rodeo yell. With ten smooth yards
remaining, he lights a cigar.

there is something quite deceptive in the sense of acceleration that
comesjust before a rapid. The word "rapid" itself is, in a way, a misno-
mer. It refers only to the speed of the white water relative to the speed
of the smooth water that leads into and away from the rapid. The white
water is faster, but it is hardly "rapid." The Colorado, smooth, flows
about seven miles per hour, and, white, it goes perhaps fifteen or, at its
whitest and wildest, twenty miles per hour-not very rapid by the stan-
dards of the twentieth century. Force of suggestion creates a false expec-
tation. The mere appearance of the river going over those boulders-the
smokyspray, the scissoring waves-is enough to imply a rush to fatality,
and this endorses the word used to describe it. You feel as if you were
about to be sucked into some sort of invisible pneumatic tube and shot
likea bullet into the dim beyond. But the white water, though faster than
the rest of the river, is categorically slow. Running the rapids in the
Colorado is a series of brief experiences, because the rapids themselves
are short. In them, with the raft folding and bending-sudden hills of
water filling the immediate skyline-things happen in slow motion. The
projector of your own existence slows way down, and you dive as in a
dream, and gradually rise, and fall again. The raft shudders across the
ridgelines of water cordilleras to crash softly into the valleys beyond.
Spaceand time in there are something other than they are out here. Tents
of water form overhead, to break apart in rags. Elapsed stopwatch time
has no meaning at all.

Dominy emerged from Deubendorff the hero of the expedition to
date. Deubendorff, with two creeks spitting boulders into it, is a long
rapid for a Grand Canyon rapid-about three hundred yards. From top
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to bottom, through it all, Dominy kept his cigar aglow. This feat Was
something like, say, a bumblebee's flying through a field of waving wheat
at shock level and never once being touched. Dominy's shirt was soaked.
His trousers were soaked. But all the way down the rapid the red glow
of that cigar picked its way through the flying water from pocket to
pocket of air. Actually, he was lucky, and he knew it. "Lucky Dominy,"
he said when we moved into quiet water. "That's why they call me Lucky
Dominy." The whole raftload of people gave him an organized cheer.
And he veiled his face in fresh smoke.

We have now moved under and by the big mesa. Brower watched
it silently for a long time, and then softly, almost to himself, he quoted
Edith Warner: "'This is a day when life and the world seem to be
standing still-only time and the river flowing past the mesas.' "

Wild burros stand on a ledge and look at us from above, right. All
burros are on the right, all bighorns on the left. Who knows why? We
have entered the beauty of afternoon light. It sharpens the colors and

polishes the air.
Brower says, "Notice that light up the line now, Floyd. Look how

nice it is on the barrel cactus."
"Gorgeous," says Dominy.
The river is in shadow, and we have stopped for the night where a

waterfall arcs out from a sandstone cliff. This is Deer Creek falls, and
it is so high that its shafts of plunging water are wrapped in mist where
they strike a deep pool near the edge of the river. The campsite is on the
opposite bank. Brower has half-filled his Sierra Club cup with water and
is using it as a level with which to gauge the height of the falls. His
measuring rod is his own height at eye level. Sighting across the cup, he
has painstakingly climbed a talus slope behind us, adding numbers as he
climbed, and he is now a small figure among the talus boulders at the
level of the lip of the waterfall across the river. He calls down that the
waterfall is a hundred and sixty feet high. With the raft as a ferry, we
crossed the river an hour or so ago and stood in the cool mist where the
waterfall whips the air into wind. We went on to climb to the top of tne
fall and to walk above the stream through the gorge of Deer Creek. Th~
creek had cut a deep, crenellated groove in the sandstone, and for severa
hundred yards, within this groove, we moved along a serpentine led~e
high above the water, which made a great deal of sound below, within
the narrow walls of the cut. Brower walked along the ledge-it w~
sometimes only a foot wide-as if he were hurrying along a sidewalk.
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the beginning, the ledge was perhaps fifty feet above the foaming creek,
and gradually, up the gorge, the ledge and the creek bed came closer
together. Brower just strode along, oblivious of the giddy height. In that
strange world between walls of rock, a butterfly flickered by, and he
watched it with interest while his feet moved surely forward, never
slowing. "Viceroy," he said.

I am afraid of places like that, and my legs were so frozen that I
couldn't feel the ledge underfoot. I suggested that we stop and wait for
Dominy, who had started later and had said he would catch up. This
wouldobviously provide a good rest, because where Dominy comes from
the narrowest ledge is at least three hundred miles wide, and I thought
if he was still coming along this one he was probably on his hands and
kt:1ees.Just then, he came walking around a shoulder of the rock face,
balancedabove the gorge, whistling. We moved on. Where the ledge met
the creek bed, the walls of the gorge widened out and the creek flowed
inclear, cascading pools among cactus flowers and mariposa lilies under
standsof cottonwood. A scene like that in a context of unending dry red
rock is unbelievable, a palpable mirage. Brower walked in the stream
and, after a while, stopped to absorb his surroundings. Dominy, some
yardsbehind, had an enamelled cup with him, and he dipped it into the
stream.Lifting it to his lips, he said, "Now I'll have a drink of water that
has washed Dave Brower's feet."

The water was cold and very clear. Brower scooped some for him-
self,in his Sierra Club cup. "Any kind of water in country like this is
good,but especially when man isn't hogging it for his own use," he said.

Watercress grew around the plunge pools of the short cascades-
watercress,growing in cool water, surrounded by thousands of square
milesof baking desert rock. Brower took a small bunch in his hand. Bugs
werecrawling all over it, and he carefully selected leaves and ate them,
le~vingthe bugs behind. "I don't mind sharing my cress with them," he
said."I hope they don't mind sharing it with me."
. Brower's snack appealed to Dominy. He waded into the same pool,

P~ckedtwo handfuls of cress, and ate them happily, bugs and all. "Para-
dise,"he said, looking around. "Paradise."

h' Half obscured in the stream under a bed of cress was the distinctive
sr'~mer of a Budweiser can. Brower picked it up, poured the water out
o It, and put it in his pocket.

I k "When people come in, you can't win," Dominy said, and Brower
00 ed at him with both approval and perplexity.
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Inside Dominy's big leather briefcase is a bottle of Jim Beam, and
now, at the campsite, in the twilight, with the sun far gone over the
rimrocks, we are going to have our quotidian ration-and Dominy is a
generous man. After dinner, if patterns hold, he and Brower will square
off for battle, but they are at this moment united in anticipation of the
bourbon. Big steaks are ready for broiling over the coals of a driftwood
fire. There is calm in the canyon. The Commissioner steps to the river's
edge and dips a half cup of water, over which he pours his whiskey. "I'm
the nation's waterboy," he says. "I need water with my bourbon."

Over the drinks, he tells us that he once taught a German shepherd
to climb a ladder. We believe him. He further reminisces about early
camping trips with his wife, Alice. They were in their teens when they
married. He was state Master Counsellor for the Order of DeMolay, and
she was the Queen of Job's Daughters. They had married secretly, and
she went with him to the University of Wyoming. "We lived on beans
and love," he said. "Our recreation was camping. We went up into the
Snowy Range and into the Laramie Peak country, where there was
nothing but rattlesnakes, ticks, and us. We used to haul wood down from
the mountains to burn for heat in the winter."

Jerry Sanderson, the river guide who has organized this expedition,
calls out that dinner is ready. He has cooked an entire sirloin steak for
each person. We eat from large plastic trays-the property of Sande~son.
Brower regularly ignores the stack of trays, and now, when his turn
comes, he steps forward to receive his food in his Sierra Club cup.
Sanderson, a lean, trim, weathered man, handsome and steady, has seen
a lot on this river. And now a man with wild white hair and pink legs
is holding out a four-inch cup to receive a three-pound steak. Very well.
There is no rapid that can make Sanderson's eyes bat, so why should
this? He drapes the steak over the cup. The steak covers the cup like a
sun hat. Brower begins to hack at the edges with a knife. Brower in
wilderness eats from nothing but his Sierra Club cup.

10 P.M.The moon has moved out in brilliance over the canyon rim.
Brower and Dominy are asleep. Dominy snores. Just before he began to
snore, he looked at the moon and said, "What's the point of going there?
If it were made of gold, we couldn't afford to go get it. Twenty-three
billion dollars for landings on the moon. I can't justify or understand
that. One, yes. Half a dozen, no. Every time they light a roman candle
at Cape Canaveral, they knock four hundred million off other projects,
like water storage."
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Tonight's fight was about siltation. When Brower finished his steak,
he looked across the river at the flying plume of Deer Creek Falls and
announced to all in earshot that Commissioner Dominy wished to fill
that scene with mud, covering the riverbed and the banks where we sat,
and filling the inner gorge of the Colorado right up to within fifty feet
of the top of the waterfall.

"That's God-damned nonsense," Dominy said.
Brower explained quietly that rivers carry silt, and that silt has to

go somewhere if men build dams. Silt first drops and settles where the
river flows into still water at the heads of reservoirs, he said. Gradually,
it not only fills the reservoir but also accumulates upstream from the
headwaters, and that might one day be the story here at Deer Creek
Falls, for ~ominy wanted to create a reservoir that would begin only
seven miles downstream from our campsite.

"They said Hoover Dam was going to silt up Lake Mead in thirty
years," Dominy said. "For thirty years, Lake Mead caught all the God-
damned silt in the Colorado River, and Hoover has not been impaired."

"No, but when Mead is low there are forty miles of silt flats at its
upper end, and they're getting bigger."

"Not appreciably. Not with Lake Powell three hundred miles up-
stream."

"Yes, Lake Powell will fill up first."
"When? Tell me when?" Dominy was now shouting.
"In a hundred to two hundred years," Brower said quietly.
"That's crap! The figures you work with aren't reliable."
"They come from reliable people."
"Nonsense. "
"Oh."
The Colorado, Brower reminded us, used to be known as Old Red.

This was because the river was full of red mud. It would never have been
possiblefor Dominy to dip his cup in it in order to get water to go with
his bourbon unless he wished to drink mud as well. On arriving at a
campsite, rivermen used to fill their boats with water, so that the mud
would settle to the bottom of the boats and they would have water for
drinking and cooking. Except after flash floods, the Colorado in the
Grand Canyon is now green and almost clear, because Lake Powell is
catching the silt, and Glen Canyon Dam-fifteen miles upstream from
thebeginning ofthe Grand Canyon-is releasing clean water. "Emotion-
ally,people are able to look only two generations back and two genera-
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tions forward," Brower said. "We need to see farther than that. It is
absolutely inevitable, for example, that Lake Powell and Lake Mead will
someday be completely filled with silt."

"Nonsense, nonsense, complete nonsense. First of all, we will build
silt-detention dams in the tributaries-in the Paria, in the Little
Colorado. And, if necessary, we will build more."

"Someday the reservoirs have to fill up, Floyd."
"I wouldn't admit that. I wouldn't admit one inch!"
"Someday."
"Someday! Yes, in geologic time, maybe. Lake Powell will fill up

with silt. I don't know how many thousands of years from now. By then,
people will have figured out alternative sources of water and power.
That's what I say when you start talking about the geologic ages."

Brower then began to deliver a brief lecture on the phenomenon of
aggradation-the term for the final insult that follows when a reservoir
is full of silt. Aggradation is what happens to the silt that keeps on
coming down the river. The silt piles up and, in a kind of reverse ooze,
reaches back upstream many miles, following an inclined plane that rises
about eighteen inches per mile-a figure reckoned from the site of the
now mud-packed and obsolete dam.

Brower was scarcely halfway through sketching that picture when
Dominy ended his contributions with a monosyllabic remark, walked
away, put on his pajamas, delivered to the unlistenirtg moon his attack
on the space program, and, forgetting Brower and all the silt of years to
come, fell asleep. He sleeps on his back, his feet apart, under the mesas.

5 A.M. The sky is light. The air temperature is eighty degrees.
Brower sleeps on his side, his knees drawn up.

7 A.M.Eighty-eight degrees. We will soon be on the river. Dominy
is brushing his teeth in the green Colorado. Sam Beach, a big, bearded
man from White Plains, New York, just walked up to Dominy and said,
"I see God has given us good water here this morning."

"Thank you," Dominy said.
And Brower said to Beach, "I imagine that's the first time you ever 1'1

heard Him speak."
And Beach said, "God giveth, and God taketh away."

What seemed unimaginable beside the river in the canyon was that
all that wild water had been processed, like pork slurry in a hot-dog
plant, upstream in the lightless penstocks of a big dam. Perspective is
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where you find it, though, and with this in mind Dominy had taken
Brower and me, some days earlier, down into the interior of his indis-
putable masterpiece, the ten-million-ton plug in Glen Canyon. We had
seenit first from the air and then from the rim of Glen Canyon, and the
dam had appeared from on high to be frail and surprisingly small, a
gracefully curving wafer wedged flippantly into the river gorge, with a
boulevard of blue water on one side of it and a trail of green river on the
other. No national frontier that I can think of separates two worlds more
dissimilar than the reservoir and the river. This frontier has a kind of
douaneas well,administeredby men who work in a perfectlycircular
room deep inside the dam. They wear slim ties and white short-sleeved
shirts. They make notes on clipboards. They sit at desks, and all around
them, emplaced in the walls of the room, are gauges and dials, and more
gaugesand dials.To getto this control room,werodeaboutfivehundred
feetdown into the dam in an elevator, and as we descended Dominy said,
"People talk about environment. We're doing something about it." His
eyes gleamed with humor. He led us down a long passageway and
through a steel door. The men inside stood up. From the devotional look
in their eyes, one might have thought that Marc Mitscher had just
walked into the engine room of the carrier Lexington on the night after
the Battle of the Philippine Sea. This was, after all, the man they called
theKmish. Throughout Reclamation, Dominy was known as the Kmish.
Standing there, he introduced each man by name. He asked the elevation
of Lake Powell.

"Three thousand five hundred and seventy-seven point two zero
feet, sir."

Dominy nodded. He was pleased. When the level of the surface is
lowered, a distinct band, known to conservationists as "the bathtub
ring," appears along the cliff faces that hold the reservoir. Three thou-
sand five hundred and seventy-seven point two zero would eliminate
that, and a good thing, too, for on this day-one hundred years to the
sunrise since the day Major Powell reached Glen Canyon on his first
expedition-Lake Powell was to be dedicated.

"What are we releasing?" Dominy asked.
"Four thousand three hundred and fifty-six point zero cubic feet per

second, sir."
"That's about normal," Dominy said. "Just a little slow."
At their consoles, turning knobs, flicking switches, the men in the

Control room continually create the river below the dam. At that mo-
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ment, they were releasing something like fourteen hundred tons of water
every ten seconds-or, in their terminology, one acre-foot.

"We have eight generating units," Dominy went on. "When We
want to make peaking power, we turn them up full and send a wall of
water downstream. The rubber rafts operate with licenses, and the guides
know the schedule of releases."

Dominy then took us all the way down-down in another elevator
down concrete and spiral stairways, along ever-deeper passageways and
down more stairways-until we were under the original bed of the
Colorado and at the absolute bottom of the dam, seven hundred and ten
feet below the crest. "I don't want Dave Brower to be able to say he
didn't see everything," Dominy said-and I could not help admiring him
for it, because the milieu he had taken us into could easily be misunder-
stood. Water was everywhere. Water poured down the spiral staircases.
It streamed through the passageways. It fell from the ceilings. It ran from
the walls. In some places, sheets of polyethylene had been taped to the
concrete. At the bottom, Glen Canyon Dam is three hundred feet thick,
but nearly two hundred miles of reservoir was pressing against it, and
it had cracked. The Colorado was pouring through. "We may have to
get some Dutch boys in here with their thumbs," Dominy said. "The
dam is still curing. It hasn't matured yet. So we aren't doing much of
anything about this now. We will soon. We have a re-injectionable
grouting system; it's an idea I picked up in Switzerland. The crack water
is declining anyway. The crack m\y be sealing itself. It's not serious. You
just cannot completely stop the Colorado River."

Brower seemed unable to decide whether he should be shocked by
the crack in the dam or impressed by the unvanquishable river. Stalac-
tites had formed on the ceilings of the passageways. I reached up and
broke one off. "D6n't let Dave Brower see you do that," Dominy said.
"You're interrupting nature." Obviously in love with his dam, he scram-
bled all over it. "When a dam is being built, the concrete is placed, not
poured," he said, rubbing a hand over a smooth interior wall. "The
concrete is barely wet-too dry for pouring. It's put in place with vibra-='
tors. We regularly take core samples and send them to Denver for testing
-to see if the contractor is meeting specifications. Dave, just to cement
our friendship, I'm going to have a pair of bookends made from some
of those old core samples for you. Nothing could support a set of Sierra
Club books better than a couple of pieces of Glen Canyon Dam. Would
you accept that?"

I
ill
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"I'll accept the bookends," Brower said. "Thank you very much,
Floyd."

Under the generator room, Dominy led us onto a steel platform
inches away from a huge, shining steel generator shaft. The shaft was
spinning at who knows how many revolutions per minute, yet the plat-
formaround it was scarcely trembling. "Balance," he said proudly. "The
secret is balance. In Russia, these platforms vibrate so much they practi-
cally knock you down. I know. I've stood on them there." He pointed
out sections of giant pipe-penstocks-that contained the Colorado in
its passage from reservoir to riverbed. The mighty rapids of the Grand
Canyon were now inside that pipe.

Dominy opened a door that led to a strange exterior space-a wide,
flat area at the base of the main wall of the dam. Six hundred feet of
acutely angled concrete-white and dazzling in the sun-soared up from
this level, where Dominy, for purely aesthetic reasons, had somehow
imported tons of soil and had planted a smooth and elegant lawn. He
called it "the football field," and it was more than large enough to hold
one. When visitors peer over the crest of the dam, they look far down
its white face to this incongruous lawn, unique in the cosmetics of high
dams. From the lawn itself, the thought of the great wall of water on the
other side of the dam is unnerving, but no more so than the ten acres
ofconcave concrete up which the eye is led to fragments of red cliffwhere
power-line towers claw at off-plumb angles into a blue swatch of sky.
"You don't really appreciate this dam unless you're down on the trans-
formerdeck looking up," Dominy said. "Looking down is no way to look
at life. You've got to be looking up. Suicides come down that wall
sometimes. They don't realize how unvertical it is. When they're found
at the bottom, there isn't a God-damned bit of flesh left on them."

Brower said, "My advice to suicides is 'If you've got to go, take
Glen Canyon Dam with you.' "

"Read Desert Solitaire," Dominy said. "Page 165. The guy who
wrote it is way ahead of you."

I eventually bought a copy of Desert Solitaire, and found that on
page 165 its angry author-Edward Abbey-imagines "the loveliest
explosion ever seen by man, reducing the great dam to a heap of rubble
in the path of the river. The splendid new rapids thus created we will
name Floyd E. Dominy Falls. . . ."

On an overlook not far from the dam, Lake Powell was dedicated
by men, white and red, who addressed much of what they said to an
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unseen enemy, assuming that he was a thousand miles away; he hap_
pened to be standing right there. "The Sierra Club to the contrary, I like
dams," said Governor John Williams of Arizona. When the dam Was
begun, Williams was a radio announcer, and it was he who broadcast the
play-by-play of the original blasting ceremony.

"The Sierra Club notwithstanding, this is a beautiful lake," said
Governor Calvin Rampton of Utah, sweeping an arm toward the reser-
voir. Red cliffwalls met the dark-blue water, big buttes stood high in the
background, and above it all-immense and alone in the distance-was
sacred Navajo Mountain. Far below the overlook, boats wove patterns
on the water. Skiers cut crescent wakes. Bunting hung from the speakers'
platform in symbolic blue and brown-blue for Lake Powell and brown
for the old Colorado.

"A conservationist is one who is content to stand still forever," said
Raymond Nakai, of Window Rock, the head of the Navajo Tribal Coun-
cil. "Major Powell would have approved of this lake. May it ever be
brimmin' full." Brower remained silent, but was having difficulty doing
so. It was not hard to guess his thoughts. Major Powell-explorer,
surveyor, geographer-was not alive to say how he might feel, in English
or Navajo.

Then Dominy spoke. "Dave Brower is here today," he said, and the
entire ceremony almost fell into the reservoir. "Brower is not here in an
official capacity but as my guest," Dominy went on. "We're going to
spend several days on Lake Powell, so I can convert him a little. Then
we're going down the river, so he can convert me."

Mile 141. We are in a long, placid reach of the river. The Upset
Rapid is eight miles downstream, but its name, all morning, has been a
refrain on the raft. People say it as if they were being wheeled toward
it on a hospital cart. We have other rapids to go through first-the
Kanab Rapid, the Matkatamiba Rapid-but everyone has been thinking
beyond them to Upset.

"According to the River Guide, there hasn't been a death in the
Upset Rapid for a little over two years," someone joked.

"The map says Upset is very bad when the water is low."
"How is the water, Jerry?"
"Low."

"Under today's controlled river, we're riding at the moment on la.s1
Sunday's releases," Dominy explained. "This is as low as the river wd
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get under controlled conditions. Tomorrow, Monday's conditions will
catch up with us, so things will improve."

"Thank you very much, Commissioner, but what good will Mon-
day's releases do us today?"

"Let's camp here," someone put in.
"It's ten-thirty in the morning."
"I don't care."

"The river has its hands tied, but it's still running," said Brower.
"If the Commissioner gets very wet today, it's his own fault."

Jerry Sanderson has cut the engine-a small, cocky outboard that
givesthe raft a little more speed than the river and is supposed to add
somecontrol in rapids. We drift silently.
. Brower notices a driftwood log, bleached and dry, on a ledge forty
feetabove us. "See where the river was before you turned it off, Floyd?"

"I didn't turn it off, God damn it, I turned it on. Ten months of the
year,there wasn't enough water in here to boil an egg. My dam put this
river in business."

Dominy begins to talk dams. To him, the world is a tessellation of
watersheds.When he looks at a globe, he does not see nations so much
asheseesrivers, and his imagination runs down the rivers building dams.
Of all the rivers in the world, the one that makes him salivate most is
the Mekong. There are chances in the Mekong for freshwater Mediter-
raneans-huge bowls of topography that are pinched off by gunsight
passagesjust crying to be plugged. "Fantastic. Fantastic river," he says,
andhe contrasts it with the Murrumbidgee River, in New South Wales,
where the Australians have spent twenty-two years developing some-
thingcalled the Snowy Mountains Hydroelectric Scheme-"a whole lot
of effort for a cup of water." Brower reminds Dominy that dams can
break,and mentions the disaster that occurred in Italy in 1963. "That
damdidn't break," Dominy tells him. "That dam did not break. It was
ninehundred feet high. Above it was a granite mountain with crud on
top. The crud fell into the reservoir, and water splashed four hundred
feet over the top of the dam and rushed down the river and killed two
thousand people. The dam is still there. It held. Four hundred feet of
WaterOverit and it held. Of course, it's useless now. The reservoir is full
of crud."

f "Just as all your reservoirs will be. Just as Lake Powell will be full
o silt."

"Oh, for Christ's sake, Dave, be rational."
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218 JOHN McPHEE

"Oh, for Christ's sake, Floyd, you be rational."
"Have you ever been for a dam, Dave? Once? Ever?"
"Yes. I testified in favor of Knowles Dam, on the Clark Fork River

in Montana. I saw it as a way to save Glacier National Park from an eve~
greater threat. Tell me this, Floyd. Have you ever built a dam that didn't
work?"

"Yes, if you want to know the truth. I'm not afraid to tell you the
truth, Dave. On Owl Creek, near Thermopolis, Wyoming. Geologic tests
were done at one point in the creek and they were O.K., and then the
dam was built some distance upstream. We learned a lesson. Never build
a dam except exactly where tests are conducted. Cavities developed
under the dam, also under the reservoir. Every time we plug one hole,
two more show up. Plugs keep coming out. The reservoir just won't fill.
Someday I'll tell you another story, Dave. I'll tell you about the day one
of our men opened the wrong valve and flooded the inside of Grand
Coulee Dam."

"I've heard enough."
Dominy and Brower call for sandwiches, open them, and dutifully

drop the tongues inside. Brower now attacks Dominy because a dam
project near Ventura, California, is threatening the existence of thirty-
nine of the forty-five remaining condors in North America. "W'e've got
to get upset about the condor," Brower tells him. "No one likes to see
something get extinct."

"The condor was alive in the days of the mastodons," Dominy says.
"He is left over from prehistoric times. He can't fly without dropping off
something first. He is so huge a kid with a BB gun can hit him. He's in
trouble, dam or no dam. If you give him forty thousand acres, he's still
in trouble. He is in trouble. His chances of survival are slim. I think it
would be nice if he survived, but I don't think this God-damned project
would have any real bearing on it."

Dominy draws deeply on his beer. He takes off his Lake Powell hat,
smooths his hair back, and replaces the hat. I wonder if he is thinking
of the scale-model bulldozer in his office in Washington. The bulldozer
happens to have a condor in it-a rubber scale-model condor, sitting in
the operator's seat.

Dominy's thoughts have been elsewhere, though. "Who was that
old man who tried to read poetry at Kennedy's Inaugural? With the
white hair blowing all over the place."

"Robert Frost."
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"Right. He and I went to Russia together. I was going to visit
Russiandams, and he was on some cultural exchange, and we sat beside
eachother on the plane all the way to Moscow.He talked and talked,
andI smoked cigars. He said eventually, 'So you're the dam man. You're
thecreator of the great concrete monoliths-turbines, generators, stored
water.' And then he started to talk poetically about me, right there in
the plane. He said, 'Turning, turning, turning . . . creating, creating
. . . creating energy for the people . . . for the people. . . .'

"Most of the day, Frost reminisced about his childhood, and he
askedabout mine, and I told him I'd been born in a town so small that
theentrance and exit signs were on the same post. Land as dry and rough
as a cob. You'll never see any land better than that for irrigating. God
damn, she lays pretty. And he asked about my own family, and I told
him about our farm in Virginia, and how my son and I put up nine
hundred and sixty feet of fence in one day. I told my son, 'I'll teach you
howto work. You teach yourself how to play.' "

We have been through the Kanab Rapid-standing waves six feet
high,lots of splash-and we are still wet. It is cold in the canyon. A cloud
-a phenomenon in this sky-covers the sun. Weare shivering. The
temperature plunges if the sun is obscured. The oven is off. Clothes do
not quickly dry. Fortunately, the cloud seems to be alone up there.

Mile 144.8. "Here we are," Brower says. He has the map in his
hand.Nothing in the Muav Limestone walls around us suggests that we
areanywhere in particular, except in the middle of the Grand Canyon.
"Weare entering the reservoir," Brower announces. "We are now float-
ingon Lake Dominy."

"Jesus," mutters Dominy.
"What reservoir?" someone asks. Brower explains. A dam that

Dominywould like to build, ninety-three miles downstream, would back
stillwater to this exact point in the river.

"Is that right, Commissioner?"
"That's right."
The cloud has left the sun, and almost at once we feel warm again.

Theother passengers are silent, absorbed by what Brower has told them.
"Do you mean the reservoir would cover the Upset Rapid? Havasu

Creek?Lava Falls? All the places we are coming to?" one man asks
Dominy.

d Dominy reaches for the visor of his Lake Powell hat and pulls it
OWnmore firmly on his head. "Yes," he says.
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"I'd have to think about that."
"So would 1."
"I would, too."
Our fellow-passengers have become a somewhat bewildered-per_

haps a somewhat divided-chorus. Dominy assures them that the lake
would be beautiful, like Powell, and, moreover, that the Hualapai Indi-
ans, whose reservation is beside the damsite, would have a million-dollar
windfall, comparable to the good deal that has come to the Navajos of
Glen Canyon. The new dam would be called Hualapai Dam, and the
reservoir-Brower's humor notwithstanding-would be called Hualapai
Lake.

"I'm prepared to say, here and now, that we should touch nothing
more in the lower forty-eight," Brower comments. "Whether it's an
island, a river, a mountain wilderness-nothing more. What has been left
alone until now should be left alone permanently. It's an extreme state-
ment, but it should be said."

"That. mv friend. is debatable."
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